Lifescope Health & Meditech Staffing merge brands under one umbrella.

The Sydney based Community Home Care and Nursing Agency, Lifescope Health & Meditech
Staffing have expanded and merged their operations under the one unified brand umbrella.
The new entity will be marketed as Meditech – staffing, nursing, home care & support,
which more effectively represents and communicates the broad service offering of the
group.
In the last 12 months Meditech has significantly expanded by physically doubling the size of
its Strathfield office, as well as doubling the number of staff in the support office. The
business also recently opened a new support office in St Leonards to cater for the increasing
demand for services on Sydney’s North Shore.
The Managing Director, Michael Efstratiou said “the plan was to continue expansion with
further satellite support offices in the South, West and Eastern suburbs, whilst also
evaluating interstate expansion opportunities.” He added that “under the new CDC
framework, there are exciting opportunities for growth for approved providers that were
prepared to invest in, and maintain, uncompromising quality systems and deliver high
standards of personalised care for clients.”
The Meditech business has invested heavily in creating a solid personnel platform which
Michael maintains is the key to the success of the business. He commented “we have
painstakingly searched for, and secured some of the best people in the industry to join our
team.”
Meditech - staffing, nursing, home care & support is somewhat unusual in that it operates
in both the aged care and disability arenas, offering a brokerage service to both residential
and community operators. The business also supports funded and private clients in its own
right, being accredited as an approved provider with My Aged Care, NDIS, DVA and icare Lifetime Care and Support.
Meditech – staffing, nursing, home care & support provides qualified staff ranging from
support workers right through to registered nurses, giving clients a perfect “one stop shop”
for their care needs from domestic assistance all the way through to complex clinical needs.
Michael added “the future for the business is very exciting and Meditech is well positioned
with strong capital backing to make the most of opportunities for continued organic growth,
as well as accelerated growth via potential acquisitions or mergers.

